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A comstrwction of envelopimg groups of normal subsystems of a homogeneous system is 

treated. It is shown that a certain class of normal subsystems of an analytic homogemeous 

systeln G has their tangemt Lie triple algebras each of which is am ideal of the Lie triple algebra 

of G. The comcept of congruence is introduced related to normall subsystems of homogeneous 

systems. 

S O. Introduction 

In the prevlous papers [3], [4] and [5], we have investigated various algebraic 

and differential geometric properties concerning analytic homogeneous systems, their 

subsystems and their tangent Lie triple algebras. These results are applicable to 

homogeneous Lie loops and their tangent Lie triple algebras treated by us in [1] and 

[2] . In [l~IIl], we have introduced the concept of normal subsystems of homogeneous 

systems as a generalization of the concept of normal subgroups of (Lie) groups. In 

[5], we have obtained a decomposition theorem for analytic homogeneous systems as 

product homogeneous systems of their normal subsystems, by using the results con-

cerning the decomposition of Lie triple algebras into direct sums of their ideals 

In this paper, we provide a construction of enveloping groups of normal sub-

systems by some groups of automorphisms of a homogeneous system G (Theorem 1) 

By using this result we find in S 2 a sufficient condition for normal subsystems 6f an 

analytic homogeneous system G on which their tangent Lie triple algebyas are ideals 

of the tangent Lle triple algebra (5 of G (Theorem 2). In S 3 we show that each normal 

subsystem H determines an equivalence relation R in G, called a congruence of G, 

and that the tangent Lie triple algebra of H is an ideal of ~ if R is an invariant subsystem 

of the product homogeneous system G x G (Theorem 4) 

S I . Enveloping groups of normal subsystelns 

Let (G, n) be an abstract homogeneous system with a base point e (cf 

The multiplication xJ' at e defined by 

(1.1) xy=n(e, x, y) for x, y e G 

satisfies the following 

[3], [4]). 
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(1.2) xe ex x x~1x=xx~1=e, L~1=Lx~1 
and 

L* ye e, L , (zyv) = (L*,yz) (L*,yw) 

for x, y, z, w e G, where x~1 = n(x, e, e) is the inverse of x, L* is the left translation by 

x and Lx,y = L~; L*Ly is the left inner mapping at e. This multiplication defines a 

homogeneous loop (cf. [1]) if and only if each of the right translations is a permutation 

of G. Since each displacement n(x, y) : z->n(x, y, z) satisfies n(x, y)~1=n(y, x), 

(1 .2) implies 

(1.4) n(e, x~1)=n(x, e), n(x~1, e)=n(e, x) . 

Set ~*,y = n(y, e)n(x, y)n(e, x) for x, y e G. Then the following relations are obtained 

immediately from the definition of the homogeneous system (G, n) and (1.4) : 

L*,y = A*,xy = ~y,*-i, ~~;y = Ay,*. (1 .5) 

Let A. denote the left inner mapping group of the multiplication at e, i.e., A. is a group 

of permutations of G generated by all of the left inner mappings {L*,y ; x, y e G}, which 

is a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of the multiplication at e. By (1.5) 

A. can be regarded as a subgrou_.p of A*(n)' generated by the set {A*,y ; x, y e G}, where 

A.(n) is the isotropy subgroup of the automorphism group of (G, n) at e. If K. is a 

subgroup of A.(n) containing A*, then the product A = G x K. is a group, called an 

enveloping group of G by K., under the multiplication 

(1 .6) (x, oc) (y, P) = (xoc(y), L*,.(y)ccP) 

for (x, oc), (y, P) e G x K.. The identity element of A is (e, 1), and (x, oc)~1 = (oc~1(x~1), 

Qc~1). 

Now, assume that H is a normal subsystem of G (cf. [4-IIl]), l.e., H is a sub-

system of G satisfymg 

(1.7) n(xH, yH, zH)=n(x, y, z)H for x, y, z e G, 

where XH = n(H, x, H). By Lemma I of [4-IIl] H is an invariant subsystem of 
G, i.e., 

(1.8) n(x y)xH=yH for x, y e G. 
In the following, a base point e is chosen in H and the multiplication xy is always 

regarded as defined at e. 

LEMMA 1. (1) n(x, y)zH=n(x,'y, z)H, 

(2) L.,yH = ~*,yH = H, 
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(3) . XH = ~.H, (xH) (yH) = (xy)H 

for x, y, z e G 

PROoF. (2) is an immediate consequence of (1.8). (3) is obtained from (xH)(yH) 

= n(e, xH, yH) c n(e, x, y)H = xyH and xyH = n(e, x)yH c n(e, xH, yH) by using (1) 

We prove (1): From n(e, x)yH cxyH and yH=n(H, y, H) we get n(xH, xy, xH) c 

n(H, xy, H), which implies -
(1.9) n(xH, z, xH)czH for x, z e G. 
Operating n(e, x~1) on the both side of (1.9) we have n(H, x~1z, H) c n(x~1H, x~1z, 

x~1H), which implies 

(1.10) zHcn(xH, z, xH) for x, z e G. 
From (1.9) and (1.10) we get the equality 

(1.11) zH=n(xH, z, xH) for x, zeG. 
Now, by using (1.11) and (1.8) we have (1) as follows ; 

n(x, y)zH = n(x, y)n(xH, z, xH) 

= n(yH, n(x, y, z), yH) 

= n(x, y, z)H. q. e. d. 

Let A.(H) denote the subgroup of A. generated by the set {Ax,h ; x e G, h e H}, 

which can be also regarded as the subgroup generated by the set {~h,* ; h e H, x e G} 

or by the set of left inner mappings {L*,h ; x e G, h e H}, since A~;h = ~h,* and L*,h = 

~h,x ~ I ' 

LEMMA 2. If each element of the group K. in the construction of the enveloping 

group of G preserves the normal subsystem H, then A.(H) is a normal subgroup of 

Ke' 

PROOF. For oc e K* and L*,h e A.(H) we have 

oc~*,h = ocn(h, e)n(x, h)n(e, x) 

= n(oc(h), e)n(oc(x), oc(h))n(e, Qc(x)) 

= A.(x),'(h)oc. _ q. e. d. 
LEMMA 3. a(xH)=xHfor any aeA.(H) and x e G. 

PRooF. If x and y belong to G and h belongs. to H, then we get 
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Ay,h(xH) = n(h, e)n(y, h)n(e, y) (xH) 

c n(H, H)n(yH, H)n(H, yH) (xH) 

=n(e, e)n(y, e)n(e, y)xH by (1) of Lemma 1 

= xH. 

In the same way we have ~h,y(xH) c xH. Since ~~lh = ~h,y We have a(xH) = XH for 

all a e Ae('H). q. e. d. 
About enveloping groups of normal subsystems we have the following 

THEOREM 1. Let H be a normal subsystem of a homogeneous system (G, n) 
and Ke be a subgroup of Ae(n) as above. A.ssume that each elelnent of Ke Preserves 

the subsysteln H. IfK~ is a norlnal subgroup ofKe con,tainill,g Ae(H) and preserving 

each xH, x e G, then B=H x K~ is a normal subgroup of the enveloping group A= 

G x Ke of G by Ke' 

PROOF. For any elements (x, oc) e A and (h, a) e B, the G-component of (x, oc) 

(h, a) (x, oc)~1 in A is equal to (xoe(h)) (Lx,a(h)ocaQc~1(x~1)). By Lemma 3 and the 

assumption of the theorem we have Lx,a(h)Qcacc~1(x~1) e x~1H. Then, from (3) of 

Lemma I we obtam 

(xoc(h)) (Lx,a('t)ocaoc~1(x~1)) = (xh') (x~1 k') = k e H, 

for some h', k' e H. By using these elements, the Ke~component of (x, oc)(h, a)(x, oe)~i 

is ' expressed - as L~h･,x~ik'L*,h,oeaoc~1. Since Lxh',x~1k' =~~h･,(*h･)(x~ik') = Axh',k holds by 

(1.5), we have (x, ct) (h, a)(x, oc)~1 e H x K~=B. " q. e. d. 

S 2. Normal subsystems of amalytic homogeneous systenns 

In this section we assume that (G, n) is an analytic homogeneous system on a 

connected analytic manifold G and we consider analytic subsystems and analytic 

mappmgs and automorphisms in G. The notations and results concerning analytic 

homogeneous systems and their tangent Lie triple algebras are referred to [4] and [5] 

Now, Iet H be a connected normal subsystem of (G, n) and choose a base point e 

in H. Denoting by K. the closure of the left inner mapping group A* in the affine 

transformation group of the canonical connection of (G, n), we can construct a Lie 

group A = G x K. as an enveloping group of G considered in S 1, and in this case we 

can regard G as the reductive homogeneous space A/K. of K. Nomizu [7] with the 

canomcal connection of the 2nd kind, under the canonical decomposition of the Lie 

algebra ~~ of A as ~1 = ~ + ~, where S~ is the Lie algebra of Ke and ~ is the tangent 

Lie trip_ Ie aigebra Qf (~ ~l;t e, Let Ae(H) be the subgroup of the (analytic),'automorphism 
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group of (G, n) defined in S I . By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, A.(H) is a normal sub-

group of the Lie group K. and it preserves each xH, x e G. Denote by L.(H) the 

normal subgroup of K. consisting of all elements a e K. preserving each xH, x e G 

THEOREM 2. Let H be a normal subsystem of an analytic homogeneous system 

(G, n). A.(H) and L.(H) be (abstract) normal subgroups of the Lie gro'up K.=A. 

defined above with respect to the base point e. Assulne that there exists a Lie sub-

group K~ of K. such that A.(H) cK~cL.(H). Then, tlle tangent Lie triple algebra 

~ of H is an ideal of the tangent Lie triple algebra ~ of G. 

PROoF. From Theorem I it follows that the enveloping group B = H x K~ of H 

by K~ is a normal subgroup of the enveloping group A = G x K* and, as a matter of 

fact, B rs a Lie subgroup of A. Let :~ and ~;' be the Lie subalgebras of ~~ corresponding 

to the Lie subgroups B and K~~; {e} x K., respectrvely Then ~3 rs an ideal of 0~1 and 

it is decomposed as ~ =~+S~', i,e., ~ is the ~-component and ~~' is the S~; component 

of i~, respectively. Therefore, we get 

(2.1) [~, ~]c~3 and [~', ~]c~3n~=~-
Since the bracket operation of ~r is defined by 

[X; Y]=XY+D(X, Y), [U, X]=UX for X Ye(~ UeS~: 

where X Y and D(X, Y) are respectively the bjlinear multiplication and the inner 

derivation of the Lie triple algebra ~, (2.1) implies ~~ c ~, D({5, ~) c S~' and D(~5, 

~)~c[~:', ~;] c ~. Thus, it is shown that the ' Lie triple subalgebra ~ is an ideal of 

the Lie triple algebra ~ of G. q. e. d. 
REMARK I . If H is a closed normal sl~bsystem of G, then A.(H) c L.(H) and the 

theorem holds for K~=A.(H), that is, the theorem above involves the result in the 

previous half of Theorem 3 in [4-IIl] 

REMARK 2. Suppose that G is a homogeneous system of a Lie group with the 

identity element e. Then, the subsystem H containing e is normal if and only if H 

Is a normal subgroup of G. In this case. A. = K* = {1} is the trivial Lie subgroup and 

~! is reduced to Lie algebra. Therefore, for the homogeneous system of a Lie group G, 

the theorem is reduced to the well-known theorem : The Lie algebra of a normal Lie 

subgroup of G is an ideal of the Lie algebra (~; of G. Thus, we see that the theorem 

contains the tesults for non closed normal subsystems 

S-3. Congruences of homogeneous systems 

Let _(G~ n) be-again an abstract homogeneous system. A congruence R c G x G 

of _ G__ is an _equivalence relati.on in G! sulph that (n(x, y, z), n(xl, yl,_z')) e R whenever 
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(x, x'), (y, y') and (z, z') belong to R, i.e., R is a subsystem of the product homogeneous 

system G x G 

THEOREM 3. Let (G, n) be a homogeneous system. If R c G x G is a congruence 

of G, then each co'ngruence class H in G is a normal'subsystem of G. Conversely, if 

H is a normal siebsystem of G, then R = {(x, x') e G x G; x' e xH} is a congruence of the 

homogeneous system G. 

PROOF. Suppose that R is a congruence of G and let H be a congruence class 

containing an element e. Then, for any h, k, m e H we get (e, n(h, k, m)) = (n(e, e, e), 

n(h, k, In)) e R and we see that H is a subsystem of G. Moreover, for any x'=n(h, x, k) 

in xH=n(H, x, H) we have (x, x') =(n(e, x, e), n(h, x, k)) e R and we see that XH is 

contained in the congruence class of x. On the other hand, if (x, x') e R, then 

(n(x, e, x), n(x, e, x')) e R and n(x, e, x') e H since e =n(x, e, x). Thus we see that 

the congruence class of x is xH, and obtain n(xH, yH, zH) c n(x, y, z)H. If w e 

n(x, y, z)H, then (n(x, y, z), w) e R which implies that n(y, x, w) is contained in zH, 

i.e., w e 17(x, y)zHcn(xH, yH, zH). Thus we have n(xH, yH, zH)=n(x, y, z)H 
for any x, y, z e H. It is easy to show the converse part of the theorem and we omit 

the proof of it. q. e. d. 
Now, we assume that (G, n) is a regular analytic homogeneous system (cf. [4~I]) 

By Theorem 3 above, we see that any normal subsystem H of G determines a congruence 

R of homogeneous system. From Theorem 2 we obtain the following 

THEOREM 4. Let (G, n) be a regular analytic homogeneous sy_stem on a con-

nected analytic mamfold G and H a norlnalsubsystem of G. The tangent Lie triple 

algebra ~ of H at e is an ideal of the tangent Lie triple algebra ~ of G if the con-

gruence R determined by H is an invariant (analytic) subsystem of the product 

homogeneous system G x G. 

PROOF. Let oc be an element of A.(n), i.e., an analytic automorphism of G Ieaving 

e e H fixed. Then, I x oc : G x G->Gx G is an analytic automorphism of the product 

homogeneous system G x G, and oc preserves each xH, x e G, if and only if I x oe preserves 

R. Smce I x o( rs an affine transformation of the canonical connection of G x G and 

since (1 x oc) (e, e) = (e, e), it is determined uniquely by its differential d(1 x oc) : ~ + ~;~~ 

~ + (~; at (e, e), where (~ is the tangent Lie triple algebra of G at e. By assumption, 

R rs an mvariant subsystem of G x G. Hence R is an autoparallel submanifold of 

G x G with respect to the canonical connection (cf. [4Ll]). Therefore, for oc e Ae(n)' 

1 x oc preserves R if and only if its differential d(1 x ~e) preserves the tangent Lie triple 

algebra ~~ of R at (e, e). By Lemma 3, every element of the group Ae(H) preS.erves 

each xH, x e G. Thus d(1 x cc) preserves ~F~ for any ~cc e A.(H) in the Lie group Ke = Ae' 

i.e., A.(H) rs a Lie subgroup of Ke containedin Le' The~ hypothesis of Theorem 2 

Is satisfied by K~=Ae(H) and the theorem follows. . ~ q. . e. d. 
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REMARK 3. O. Loos [8] introduced the concept of congruence of symmetric 
spaces as follows : An equivalence relation R in a symmetric space G is a congruence 

if R rs a symmetric subspace of the product symmetnc space G x G. If a regular 

homogeneous system (G, n) is symmetric, i.e., the map S* : G->G defined by S*y = 

n(y, x, x) is an automorphism of (G, n) for each x e G, then the theorem mentioned 

above is reduced to the results for the symmetric space G which is the part a) of pro-

position 2.1 in [8, p. 13l]. In fact, if a congruence R of a symmetric homogeneous 

system (G, n) is an invariant subsystem of the product symmetric homogeneous system 

G x G, then R defines a congruence of the symmetric space G in the sense of O. Loos. 
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